Vuokatti Arena: 11am – 8pm

REPORTERS

FACILITATORS

Have fun with the European Young Olympic Ambassadors in Vuokatti!
Human Bingo

Each athlete is given a sheet with questions arranged as in a game of bingo.
The athletes must find fellow athletes who have this experience or trait.

Trust Game

Teamwork between athletes by the virtue of blind navigation from one to the
other athlete through an obstacle course

Blind test

It is a 2-person activity during which blindfolded contestants from both teams
are given an item from a sport (for example an ice hockey puck or mountainskiing goggles) and they have to guess which sport it is from and what item it
is. Quickest to guess all of them right wins

Sports Date

Athletes get a chance to have short conversations about different sports and
olympic values. The aim of the activity is for the athletes to inspire and
educate each other with a fun format.

Flag/Capital
city of each
country

Participants will have an array of cards in front of them with countries,
their flags or capitals written on the back and their job is to correctly
answer each of those geographical questions by pinning the answers to a
map. The aim of this activity is to educate the athletes about the countries
participating in EYOF and connect with people from different countries

Spirit of
Sport Quiz

An in person quiz about the spirit of sport, olympism, fair play and doping.
The papers with answers from each contestant will be collected by the
organiser and results given after reviewing the answers. The winner will be
awarded with a prize.

Photo Booth

Athletes having their pictures taken whilst holding an Instagram picture
frame. This is a fantastic activity which results in the athletes posting the
pictures to Instagram and making them available for us to repost to promote
the programme. These pictures can be taken with team mates or athletes
from another country

Podcast

EYOF Podcast is a long term project, which is an informative podcast for youth
athletes to raise awareness on various topics, such as Olympic values, health
and sports, and other important topics supporting athletes, participants and
the upcoming EYOF. The Podcasts will be done online by 3 ambassadors and
usually with one other individual who provides insight to one of the
aforementioned topics.

Chat with
champions

An alumnus will lead the talk with the athlete, asking the questions about
their careers, and athletes can ask the questions from the champions. It will
be followed with some pictures and videos on the big screen whilst on one
the ambassadors will go live on Instagram so athletes in Lahti can ask the
questions too.

Behind the
scenes EYOF

An ambassador going around recording the behind the scenes of the planning
and delivering of EYOA activities. The purpose is to show how the programme
is in action for future editions.

Today at the
festival

An Ambassador will go around the different activities/ venues/ competition
that is taking place in one day, and show what is going on, facilities, village
tour, etc. Bringing the destination to life through the screen for those who
cannot make it to Vuokatti.

Learn a sport
in 10 seconds

The ambassadors will ask athletes from each of the sports of the Vuokatti
EYOF to give a simple and quick explanation of their sport which will then
be posted to our social media. The sports will be Alpine skiing, Biathlon,
Cross Country, Figure Skating, Ice Hockey, Nordic Combined, Short Track
Speed Skating, Ski Jump, Snowboarding.

A day in life
of an Athlete

Following an EYOF athlete from the moment s/he wakes up to the evening,
thus bringing a unique insight for fans into the life of an EYOF athlete in
Vuokatti. This will require finding an athlete who would be comfortable
with sharing one of their days on social media.
Series of mini short interviews (1 min or less) speaking to individual/group of
EYOF athletes about them. This will encourage athletes to engage with
ambassadors and provide exciting and fun content for our social media
channels.

Get to know
the athlete

PROMOTERS

Kahoot! Quiz
night

Using the Kahoot quiz application, the ambassadors will share the numbered
code with all the athletes who have gathered around the booth and project
the questions for everyone to see. The questions will be about the Winter
Olympic sports of the Vuokatti EYOF and olympic values.

Promoting
The ambassadors will walk around the Olympic village and the sports areas
flyers/posters and hand out promotional flyers and hang up posters to encourage athletes
to come to the EYOA booth to take part of other activities.
Heads up

Heads up is a game very similar to charades. It is played by a pair or a team.
One of the participants holds a piece of paper (which they haven’t seen) with
a famous olympian or a sports item on their forehead which the others then
need to explain for them to guess.

